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The ^Botanical garden at Nikko

By B. C. Blackburn

"CNTERING through a grey stone gateway and passing a small gate-

ector of Tokyo Imperial University's historic garden in Koishikawa

the former Hakusan Palace in Tokyo. The project received hearty sup-



was' an alpine enthusiast. ShinchS
'

Nakayama, chief ' priest of

Tosyo Shrine at Xikko at that time, assisted in the deliberations of

Mito, 'Xaoyoshi Mochidzuki, was selected as the new gardens fi

stream of the Daiya.

In 1908 the garden was taken over by Tokyo Imperial University's

of gently slopi

from the highw

hilly g e Daiya Rivt

older garden in Tokyo. Following the original concept of the founders,

the third and present director of the garden, and Dr. Honda, director of

the parent garden at Koishikawa, gives the Nikko garden regular super-

my visits in the spring of 1946 he was developing plans to elaborate and

for the rock plants of Hokkaido and for alpines of the main islands.

completely and meticulously done. It may be added, for



makes a belt along the Daiya River and on the other bank reaches to the

opposite bank, sit mossy, time-softened stone images of Jizo, Buddhist

statues and insures the serenity of their contemplation. Tradition has it



there seem to be nearly 70 seated along the edge of the ancient pathw;

Behind the Jizo statues, and towering high above the little river, t

made garden. Rising majestically from the depths of a rocky valley fill

brings one with limited Japanese language ability to a bewildered pause

after such a casual conversation. . . . Again, in early May, the cherry

downward in the light breeze, and at the end of the drive waves of soft



an alpine lake, and at lower levels slipped placidly into small ponds.

Starting from the office or laboratory building, paths skirt the roiling

the canyon of the river from a spot favored by the Emperor Taisho, who

At the top of 'this hill, just outside the high wall of the villa, is a chestnut-

and beeches (Fagus cr'enala), other plants featured are a dwarf table-

pcrus conferta), Nikko azaleas IRhododendron nikoense), blueberries,

stewartias, and ferns.



azaleas. On the fourth side, prostrate

the "hat-hanging chestnut."

e not as evident (fortunately, perhaps)



lightful hospitality.









Some Remarks on the Nutrition of 'Plants
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Sources of Plant Nutrients
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sumed by the

and Gilbert, inTsSrfo'concESSf phospho
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and part becomes fixed, that is, chemically combined in the soil and thus

soils (usually pH 5 or lower) where phosphorus combines with iron and

comes fixed. Thus, to meet the needs of fast-growing



importance they should be discussed, if only briefly. Soils adequately

is a definite factor in the poor results obtained on acid soils. There are

(gypsum! can be used, for it has little or no effect on the acidity of

fertilizers with a higher degree of purity than natural salts. Sulfur ap-

three bases to the other two. Weather conditions likewise affect the

Plant Cafeteria

That plants are selective in what th(



t, and requires a nearly neutral soil (pH 6.4 or

our neglected pasture and brush fields where the soil is strongly acid

One of the most striking examples of selective absorption is the case

30 p.p.m. Alfalfa and vetch will average six to eight p.p.m., and cabbage

25 to 35. But native plants average about 800, with a maximum of around

to plants. Probably selenium is essential to plants but in infinitesimal

chemical analysis of a luxury feeder, therefore, gives no clue as to the

however, if sufficiently complete and if studied in relation to all factors'.
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Winslow Homer Exhibit <At Wildenstein

denstein Galleries, 19 E:

Feb. 19 through Mar. 2\

and the Garden's Man

fund. The-;

works since the Whitnev Museum displayed his art in 1936, a

quarter-century after his death. Lloyd Goodrich, Associate



The Chrysanthemum...

Its Story Through the cAges

By S. L. Emsweller*

rpHE chrysanthemum flower is one of the patriarchs among- those that



27

eedlim

i, M. Bern.

i. Following this it is highly proba



d from Japan. About 1883 Hosea Waterer imported

? . This could be done by pollinating



Jojoba—cAn OiU^Producing 'Plant

Of the Southwestern States



the en,croachmeiits of cattle and other destractive elements This articular

the varied desert flora

:

owl clover, phacelia, delphinium,

ompositae, yucca, ocotilk

s. But tl

aiurl

N-wL'th/goat'-nut or'jojX^SX^/.SS"^
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product
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I was informed that the plant,

ng
e

fTu
S
nV at San Diego, and he nai

rst described by Thomas Nuttall

r, Mr. 'Gibson tells me that the' botanist H. F. Link came

ninking the plant was of Chinese

ffi
,. Theref

Z%^oncep~
dSia C '

Joh n Torrey :mentions the jojoba in 18.59, in "Botany of the Boundary"



Paul C. Standle)



one to infer that both staminate and pistillate flowers are borne on the

same plant, but the male (staminate) flowers are in clusters on one, while

the female (pistillate) flowers occur singly on another. The plants are

generally from two to four feet high. In places where the jojoba finds

a friendly foothold, these shrubs sometimes grow so closely together that

dioecious character of the plant relates to the

During 1933, R. A. Green and E. A. Foste

s with roots undisturbed.

The economic properties of the jojoba oil were discovered about ten

patented by Carleton Ellis. Another patent was granted last year to Doctor

Tlona Taussky. for the use of the oil in shortenings and other food

products to delay their becoming rancid.

About six years ago, a patent application was made covering the

hydrogenated wax. Someone

before being used-
Candles

It h

Vnother product of

after the oil is removed. This



Vanilla-Qrowing on (Dominica

By Leo H. Narodny

THE island of Dominica in the British West Indies has recently become
one of the largest producers of vanilla in the Western Hemisphere.

latitude (15° north) as Guatemala on the eastern boundary, an ideal loca-

tion seems to have been found for this terrestrial orchid, Vanilla plamfolia.

a dollar to the peasant. It does not take many vines to provide a good part

of the income of these peasants, who have very modest requirements. The

in this Journal, "Plants Used by the Dominica Caribs" by W. H. Hodge,

valuable green beans on their heads for ten or fifteen miles to the dealers

heavy shade of coffee is so dense, however, that the plant rarely blooms in
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Exploring for Useful ^Plants

A Glance At The Fertile Past And

By David Fainvhild

T KNOW thi

My own experiences in this field of exploration d

To explore, ,

turn over all the old boards in' the

youtum'them
11

not afraid, taste them carefully, eSt"? your



What Comes of Exploring?

What is the value of exploring? What comes out of all this wandering

their flowers. But the explorers after the specimens which fill the great

someone like a Humboldt "o



want to find a plant you have heard about somewhere in the wilds of West

Africa you get a Flora of that vast region and find a page devoted to it

But you still ask, "What was the use of the plant from Wes
after the explorer got it?"—the seeds of it, I mean.

janied by the





little of the superior <
1
ttality of the long loaves of French bread. The

macaroni wheals that Carleton searched for in the Russian Ukraine and

Date Palms and Tung Oil

habited deserts of southern California and Arizona where today there are

to enable the pickers to gather the dates when they ripen. Almost a half

are clustered about him, and the records of Silas Mason, T. H. Kearney,

here. Who will know or care a whit, when he eats the delicious California

d Algeri;

and Egypt?

ship's carpenter at Tallahassee by the name of Raines, and a Scotsman by

The Start of the Soybean Industry

One of the early explorers whose name has been almost forgotten wa

indicated and when he found himself surrounded by a people who neve

he had asked. He brought soybean seeds back and tried them, but fo







visitors to Florida who motor in haste by our collection of 120 kinds at the

Georgia, miss one of the most striking plant sights of eastern North

America. The names of Barbour Lathrop, Frank N. Meyer, E. A.

Mcllhenny, D. F. McClure, Robert A. Young, and David Bissett—ex-

of bamboo culture wherever it takes root in a big way and the problem of

its use for paper pulp is worked out. Then the exhaustive exploring

As 1 write these words I look out and see still stretching skyward the



ZMedicine and 'Plant Exploration

By Ralph Holt Chen
And Benjamin L. Milana, Brookly

100 botanic drugs listed to the Chinese pharmacopoeia of several volumes

physicians—or both—assigned for the specific purpose of plant investiga-

1714, Peter the Great of Russia ordered a medicinal plant garden
laid out in one of the islands of the Neva river. It was called



States Pharmacopoeia XII (known as "U.S.P.") and in the National

cxcclsa and Quassia amara, both of the Simarubaceae or Ailanthus family)

Raleigh. He sailed along the coast of New England and carried what



the world ever since. Dr. Rusby's trip also led to the discovery

k of Guarea Rusbyi of the Meliaceae or Mahogany family) used by

the U.S.P. or the N.l

an Indians. Thes«

the middle of the 19th century, B

some really beneficial effect in the

Power of the United States Dep

In 1920, the U. S. Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction

chaulmoogra. At the suggestion of Princess Bovaradej of Siam, <



Quinine in the Recent World War

by the invasion of the Dutch East Indies by the Japanese, the U. S. Board

of Economic Warfare (now the Office of Foreign Economics Administra-

tion) undertook negotiations to buy all the Cinchona bark above a certain

America were organized. American botanists, including W. C. Steere,

F. R. Fosberg, W. H. Camp, and others, relocated and identiaed the several

for a wild type Cinchona. It averages 3% and ranges up to over 5% in

total alkaloids. Chemists analyzed the barks in the Cinchona Mission

Laboratories which were operated in Bogota, Quito, Lima, and La Paz.

This official botanical exploration resulted also ir

" from h



tPlant Explorers, ^Nurserymen

(And (Breeders



iO, and by John Bartram who sent plants abroad to Peter' Collinson in

: 18th century. Then there were the other explorers such as Michaux,

rsh, I losack and others were gathering plants from the wild or estab-

He was followed by von Seibold, Macartney, Kerr, Fortune, Thun-

Delavay, Soulie, Farges, Bodinier, and (iiraldi and manv "others' There

were the Americans, George R. Hall, Thomas Hogg, William Clark Smith,

History, the great Veitch Nur



£»*







superior forms of these species which might give much better seedlings.

Some of the botanical explorers, of course, have kept their eyes open for

is pre-eminently in their field.

: (1725-1802) was one of the first of 1

plants that we still enjoy today. In the 19th century he was followed by a

as Ellwanger and Barry, Landreth, Parsons, Hovey, Moon and Hoopes. 5

of them having hundreds of varieties of each. This phase of American



The Waiting Forest Resources

Of The (American Tropics

IT" HAT there is a scarcity of high-grade native hardwood lumber in

edge. To be more specific, it is estimated that there are 2,172 million acre

of the forest areas 'in both continents are poorly stocked with timber



Similarly, the wholesaler does not want to load himself or his

who buys the standing timber, whether by the thousand board feet or acre,

that a large percentage of the timber has some "bug," not necessarily an

and northern South A
up to 5,000 board f

worked, shrinks and

ack. It is

light b

ood for core:

There undoubtedly are many valuable species of wood in the tropic



far "they fall far short of solving the great and complex problem o'f pro)

companies, and to the laborers who do the work, both here and abroad.

Research in the utilization of foreign woods should have two bas
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^Plants cAs Treasure Houses

Of Hare Chemicals

ist has isolated hundreds of chemical compounds, many <

import arfsdlfin A
hers of equal_ or of even

en

re

man.
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During the past twenty years the biochemical labor•atory at the (
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c.utstanding sig

be described 1

These three chemicals occ:ur in many plant tissues in amounts that



which is one phase of the process

asparagine, and glutamine are all three intimately associated with

both the family resemblances which have made recognition difficult am

ASPARAGINE

s follows

HOOC CH(NH 2 ) CH 2 CONH 2

from seedlings :s of Sch ) fort)



its seed, are excellent sources for the preparation of asparagine. Oi

hundred pounds of either species will yield from 10 to 16 pounds of pu

24 to 48 hours and, after from 12 to 20 days, the huge mass of colorle

tissue is harvested, ground, and the tissue juices pressed out. The pa

GLUTAMINE

H(NH 2 ) CH S • CH 2 • COXH 2



HOOC CH(OH) CH(COOH) • CH 2 • COOH.

proportions, but they are differently arranged, therefore



to citric acid, is very difficult to crystallize and is usually isolat

in 1889 and was isolated from the juice of' the blackberry b

(10) in 1925. In 1942 Pucher and Vickery (11) proved th

house plant known as "life-plant" or "floppers" because of its
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All of i

[he forest is tall and dense, with trees 100 and more feet high, crowded

ground that the interior of the forest is relatively empty. It is a great

:rable







Two <Awards for 'Plant Explorer's Jungle Qamp







The Interlaken Seedless Qrape

By A. B. Stout

HPHE January number of Farm Research published by the New York

University Agricultural Experiment Station at Ithaca has the first descrip-

tion and illustration of the new Interlaken Seedless grape. 1 The illus-

readers of the Journal of The New York Botanical Garden and several

In this research a total of 309 individual seedlings have been obtained

which bear seedless or near seedless fruits. All of these have been obtained

bunch grapes and the two vinifera seedless known as Thompson Seedless





ick Monukka. At least 50 of these which have fruit of high quality

have been tested elsewhere in vineyard culture. Of these the

ition at Geneva.

The Legend of the (Basil

TT OMESICKNESS manifests itself in many ways and one of the



the basil or easilico, as they call it—Ocimum Basilicum. This is a

herb to the Greeks, and every Greek child knows the legend.

basilico, and its fragrance revealed to her the Holy Cross, — 1

New Varieties rich in beauty
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My garden of Slime cMolds

By Ruth N. 1

ever see a plant with an animal-like body

of them. They are slime

These slime molds inhabit woodlands the world over, creeping between

fallen leaves, under bark of rotting logs, and even into the logs themselves,

where they are completely hidden from view. Some species also live down
in the ground.

Because they are so secretive in their habits, the slime molds are little



of tr e oftei

" phas.

The Foot-Loose Plasmodium

network of gelatinous-like threads, or" veins, consisting of protoplasm and -

y as if an elephant

On the Cover

z:7s,t:tr±r!s :L:
lLAr , » .„,„*„. m* a ^ of



old spore cracks open and liberates a small colorless bodv that begins

raging for itself. It propels itself about by a flagellum, a thread-like

il phase. Each newly p

=. Finally, all that hav<



arc! differences between them and ordinary molds. This slirr

cast off at the sides of the veins, is usually left in the form of tv

bed. Some of them

TWO CURIOUS TYPES OF PLASMODIUM



CANNIBALISM AND TRAVEL

yellow-netted veins outlined sharplv against the black, but for its owi

good (the dry atmosphere would eventually kill it) and for the sake o

my desk, it has to be scooped up and put back in its dish, and then the desl

Watching for the Fruiting Stage



changed ; 'it was now a spongy yellow froth. Suddenly I realized that it

light which it seemingly needed for this delicate process. While I waited,

I took pictures of it as it tumbled over the side of its dish. The one

reproduced here shows its tracks in the background of the dish. By one

slime mold.

a dance. This Plasmodium is one of my favorites, but it is also enjoyed

by one of its brother slime molds—for a different reason. This other

The other one bore sporangia lor eighteen months without being trans-

ferred to another dish.

These are both exceptional records. Since both of these species have



uxked the beginning of the fr

right next to the. surface of the glass under about half an inch of water.

water, and in about ten days plasmodial fans appear.

Managing a Slime-Mold Garden

own so that you can observe some of these things for yourself. If so,



SPORE-BEARING BODIES OF A GROUP OF MYXOMYCETES

slime molds.

left in the dish with the wood or transferred without it to a fresh dish.

Plasmodia that have been isolated from their natural substrata need to be

moist at all times. Slime molds love shady places, so be kind to them and

keep them out of the sun. A temperature that ranges between 67 and 72



degrees F. is a good average, though some plasmodia like more heat thai

this at times, some less. I usually transfer plasmodia that have beei

keeps them from becoming overrun with foreign organisms. And whei

r spell iii summer or the long cold months of winter. How they do thi

ies with the species. Many of them sclerotize bv drawing in the

ns to form a compact mass which turns to cysts. Sclerotia of this tyr

s beforehand. Others are able to fa



The J^argest Sequoia

Sast of the Rocky ^Mountains

By Charles F. Jenki

1 enthusiasm more vividly than the sequoia, the "Big Tree" of t

here on the Atlantic Seaboard, it is a matter of horticultural comment.

Some three miles northwest of Media, the county seat of Delawa

Mr. Tyler died within thirty davs of making his will, thus making

this philanthropic bequest. However, Mrs. Tyler, his widow, confora

If the Painters kept records of the source of their accessions, they make

'half feet from the base of the tree. The spread of the branches east and





The (Brooming ^Disease of Walnut

By B. O. Dodge

cal Garden. These brooms con

branches and even at the ends of branches. The leaves at these points wen
much dwarfed and otherwise deformed.

Larvae or nymphs of spittle bugs were found on some of the branches

dozen new brooms appeared on the lower, more horizontal branches and ;

American Phvtopathological Society Dec. 28-30, 1946, bv Dr. Lee M.

Hutchins of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Division of Forest Pathologv.

and Horace V. Wester, U. S. Department of the Interior, gives us the

butternut for several years in the eastern' states, and had proved that it



:1 Jan. 17, 1947. from Dr.
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A Message from an Amateur Gardener

C EVERAL years ago, the world's scarcity of food made the

is somewhat re'lieved, but we can be' sure that the ending of the

like myself, who* have been" raising 'table crops for 'the oast
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J^et's Take the "Scare" out of Rose Qulture

By Robert W. Eisenbr



This must be d

herbaceous perennials will grow good roses. I really feel sorry for the

pound scale handy in order to follow the many stereotyped rules.

Start With Husky-Looking Roses

and doctored by giving a lot of chemical and other patent feeding formulas,

fertilizers. Scientists have proved that stunted growth and lack of bloom

are often the result of overfeeding. Is this because of the gardener's

A Feeding Problem

be remei ibered ha inn ost instances we area Jtu illy fee he roots of a

flora ja( "Gloii Rosomanes'

("Ragged Robi ")

Tru ough, climbers and

shrub ro opag d

plants of hybrid tea sstil ar gr wn. B n hesetough' wild" under

them 'too'much chemica fe hu' er.'espe
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makes the'begin 'exp cf nd demand more fr Tros "tha nVrom
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tically ar rdy ay g ow. Up to a

few yea

Lufrk nb
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ng—
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ity o SH displ
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sible or even

desirable I am su ewe would ary o looking a tthe same pictur

ssion of bloom. The word
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zMicronesian zMangroves

THE mangrove swamp is one of the world's most distinctive plant forma

tions. It is found throughout the tropics on salt- or brackish-wate

it 30 it

sely woo
e group. Its wes

On
t Olopsis

n™hX . The
ThvTe* Tgits'one'l-J inderwi'th

W
al

torch. The
TolWic .mV'T

ssion of grea

he slightest Provoca!!on,
b

b Tit always

* The U. S. C Company E conoinic Surve of Micronesia,
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shaped root or radicle up to eight inches or a foot long. This hangs by

its two tiny cotyledon leaves which still stick into the body of the fruit.

When the time comes, this odd little plant lets go its hold and drops into

cessive crops of these seedlings fringing the outer edges of the swamp

If the tide happens to be high the mud is covered and the seedling, ...

members of the Rhizophoraceae. It obviously makes possible the wide

river, the other members of the mangrove assemblage of plants make an

>wered species; Lumnitzera littorea, a fleshy-leafed tree of the'Com-

This palm is characteristic of estuaries throughout the Indo-Mak

subter:

used for thatching and from the sap toddy is made
the East.

The great marsh fern, Acrostichum aurcum, also i:

Along this lower river cou

id there throughout the fores



Samadera indica, Heritiera littoralis, and Pterocarpus carolinensis become

drop out. Masses of the holly-leafed Acanthus ebracteatus (A. ilicifalius)
,

of the trees. Every species of tree common in the mangrove formation



has a characteristic structure apparently for this purpose. The Rhizophora



anopy spreads overhead. Lianas hang from this canopy. Aroid
pccics of 1-rcycincl10, Schcfflcra, and Dcrris festoo

'here are palms in

s well as orchids abound on'^'lw™^Starlett~fand

ntry formerly cultivated by the J;ipanese. Hei

fields.

re still bearing fruit s, though, as often happens with albandoned pin<;apple

wreckage left by the effici<





Palau is where the mangrove flora is at its best in Micronesia. From
here northward and eastward it becomes more and more attenuated. To

Acrostichum aureum reaches the limits of the formation to the north, and

of species toward the eastern end of the archipelago. On the low islands

there are small colonies, mainly Bruguiera, where there are traces of

Mangrove Swamps of Other Islands

beauty, is hard to portray effectively. The flora here is very simple com-

to the Marshall Islands—all low coral islands which do not usually provide

bottom is of fine calcareous silt, and there is an outlet to the lagoon.

Most of the mangrove vegetat:



used for thatch and nipa sap for toddy, alcohol, and sugar. In all regions,

that reaches the surface of the water. Rains leach out the salt, and

Usually the mangrove belt is passed by as dreary, uninteresting, and

mosquito-infested by the tropical traveler, but to the botanically inclined,



EARLY JUNE IN THE GARDEN

AT this season of the year, from the end of May through early June





Fund of Quarter {Million (Provided

For (Antiviral Research

1 brought a new, special fund to the New York Botanical Garden,' accord-

ing to an announcement released by the National Foundation for Infantile

dent of the Garden, will be financed with $225,000 over a five-year 'period.

M^onl^^hav^b^ namrfas
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THE GARDEN IN SUMMER
"TOURING the summer the New York Botanical Garden is a

tables, and herbs.

To those who are visiting the Garden for the first time, a

leaflet, which is distributed free at the gatehouse and in the

Pla

tX"l/
P
^..fru

r

n

C

ntg
n

thTlen" Z path outs.de the

CO£™J; », ejther end of the same greenhouse.

_
Z^Garden. east o f° tl" MuTelmZiidmg, at its best in May but

two exhibits of water color paintings are on view:

Insect P«« of Gardens by Eva Melady-the orig.nal paintings

The' Museum Toper." daily from Wtol. *
""' '"

times, and the public is welcome.
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Fifth cdnnual Rose-growers' (Day

(Attracts A Record Qrowd

rowd, attended the fifth ai

i with the second di strict of tl?£E
than 300 p,eople,

irrange

The dI^Za"us C. Boblbink and ic\:L-ian's d

i Europe'' by Robert Pyle, president of Conard-

Pyle Company of West Grove, Pa.; and, after a picnic lunch beneath the

trees, an address on "New Pest Controls in the Rose Garden" by Dr. P. P.

Mrs. Richardson Wright, who was ill, was to have spoken on "Roses for

those that had been seen during the morning, Crimson Glory, an old

roses, tied for first' place with more than half a hundred votes apiece.

of the day, calling on J. A. Armstrong of California and Lambertus C.

Rose Day on June 15 at her home in Glen Ridge, New Jersey; W. Ray





Colonel CliffordHastings, Chairman of the All-America Rose Selecti

Early, former President of the Georgia Rose Society; Mr. and Mrs.
Harold L. Field, rose breeders of Rochester, N. Y. ; Mrs. Charles Doscher,

a member of the New York Botanical Garden and of the American Rose'

Society and an amateur rose grower of note, who challenged Mr. Arm-

originator of Dream Girl rose ; Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Rockwell and Ralph

Garden; Miss A. L. Moran of Totty's, Madison, N. J.; Everett Piester,

rose garden in America; Mrs. Jerome W. Coombs! horticulturist and

Va. ; and Mrs. Paul J. Blackstone of Colonial Beach, Vs.. '

Dr. B. O. Dodge introduced Dr. Pirone as his successor as Plant Patl

e New York
that of Miss Coffin, will be published in this Jour:

s talk, a



-'-
- '

•
ingforthe

He opened his talk with a tribute to the beauty of a rose garden and to

the pleasure of knowledge about roses and their history.

tion given by the beauty of that garden.



<A ^Primrose For ^Naturalizing

By Aleita H. Scott

(-THOUGH the primrose is held in great affection by many gardeners, it

few attempts to get them established.

and thrive as do the wild flowers.

From my personal experience over a dozen years .in growing a score of

varieties of primroses in northern New Jersey, I have found only one that

The leaves of P. Sieboldii are petioled and somewhat hairy, with the

blade broad and fluted and irregularly lobed. The flowers are borne in a

There are two reasons, I think, in addition to its hardiness that make

of the difficulties of living through the summer in our climate bear down

Which, like its relative, the red spider, is one of the most dreaded of the





well in deep shade. During summer months, the rhizomes do better if

concealed and covered by nearby plants. I have one clump of P. Sieboldii

Primula Sieboldii is probably at its best along a lightly shaded woodland

walk. It is more than agreeable to have a choice flowering plant that

ZNaranjillas, or "Little Oranges"

Of the cAndean Highlands

Photographs by the Author

Although unknown elsewhere, these plants are often quite important eco-

called naeanjilla or "little orange" of Ecuador. The popular name,

would be tomatilla, or "little tomato," for aside' from the color, the fruits

resembles that of a tomato both ii

greenish seeds.
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Naranjilla juice is slightly on the acid side and usually requires sweetenin

of the Colombian Andes. In Quito, Ecuador's capitol, freshly-squeeze

f canning and exporting it tc) the Unilted States, vriiere it is believed i

nuch favor. Unfortuitiately, this
]

as not been reali;ltd, because of the los prought about by pas-

rndoubtedlytechnological'rese'lrCh by ca:nning interesitsLnTereomeThes.

Although naran

rnionly eatenTawTnlade into var

rm of the expressec

nd then baked, 1:opped with meringue , to give a 'rather delicious anc

The plant itself is a coarse succulent herb which, under normal condi-

leight of eight feet, with leaves two feet long. Although

t that one would get from a tuft of

in diameter. Since the flowers are produced continuously on the n

growth, fruits likewise are continually maturing at the lower nodes of

feet. Since Ecuador is its native country, the species, as might be expect





south into the province of Loja, where it is to be found in the valley of the

of Bafios. The importance of the naranj ilia crop in this district is linked

lixuadorcan Oriente. Available transportation thus has helped in the

development of this herbaceous crop. The naranjilla also is to be found

cultivated in Colombia, at least as far north as Medellin, but it does not

although it has probably been grown locally in the valleys of central

hxuador since long before the Conquest. Unlike many other plants of the

Andes which were at least briefly mentioned by the chroniclers, to the best

would appear to show that it had not been observed by representatives of

Quitus into subjection just a few years before the Spanish Conquest. Since

they so exhaust the soil that it is generally worthless for most other tropical

1:
mlk of this crop is sent to hot humid Guayaquil wher

of Ecuador and southern Colombia.

wo-thirds of this

x expected, the

1. Even so, the

I'll!

Clii..

the United States south of the frost belt, in sub-tro]pical Florida and

i fruits. The



Some (Additional Qomments

On the ZNaranjilla



Three dVew Staff {Members (Appointed

rpH

three are, in order, Dr. P. P. I

Donald P. Rogers. Biographic;



Dr. Krone, Plant Patholog

Dr. Howard, Tropical Bol

T2™





cAbel Joel Qrout—Vermonter and (Jiryologist

By Inez M. Hari,

O INCE the early 1600s, when the Grout family first came to Americ

of Mosses at the New York Botanical Garden, whose' life came 'to an ei

on March 27, three days after his eightieth birthday, had known the hills i

students of bryology at his home, Moss Rock Cabin, at Newfane.
Although Dr. Grout was a high school teacher of science most of his life,

his technical studies of the mosses absorbed him all through the years, and

then at the Brattleboro high school. From the University of Vermont he

received the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy in 1890. Determined to

continue work toward a doctor's degree, but lacking the funds, he turned



ABEL JOEL GROUT
1867-1947

o teacl lile at the Veralont State Nc 1893,

ocTta
and

Tlloctorate
ice E. Preston, also a teachei

.nd through 1

:. The
irly, lea*

m
and

truggl

yln f their m;arried life, she contributed nnuch to

let, all th:

hus-

In 1897, Abel Joel Grotit received th, e of Doctor of

noss g

iphy frc

B.^hyt'ci
taking as his thesis a study .rfthe

:ars more at the Boys High School in Brook-

i 1908 to the Curtis High School on Staten

ntil 1930. In that vear he was appointed to

ological Laboratory at Cold Spring Harbor,

ved both co-operation and financial help for

rs of the Sullivant Moss Society, and shortly



bryological j(

named. He :

and 1912. At the time of his death he was on the board of ;

tors. The fiftieth anniversary number, issued in March of this -

dedicated to him on the occasion of his 80th birthday.

which he distributed to private collectors, institutions, and univers

ally all moss species known in the United States. His own large herl

Umh His

This went into four editions. "Mosses with a Hand-Lei
published in five sections from 1903 to 1910, was still a non-techn

hand-book designed for general use. These books were followed by v\

This tten for the

to finish during his lifetime, Dr. Grout spent relentless hours at work in

order to bring this work to conclusion. The early work that he did for

dentaceae, 'came out in 1943. A study of the Orthotrichaceae appeared in

print in 1946. The balance of his recent studies for North American

it of Sci< d Garden

suited often with Elizabeth Gertr.ude Britton at

times differing radically from her

debt of gratitude for her co-opera

ressed by the .

:o be able to a

conditions. His death occurred, ;after three day;

held for him and his wife May 4 at Newfane, V
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Twining (Plants





search Bureau, Wellington, New Zealand.

Darwin states ("The Movement and Habits of Climbing Plants," p.

twining in opposite directions, and such cases must be rare; but Fritz

Muller states (Journal of the Linn. Soc. (Bot.) 9: 344. 1867) that although

:rsed ir lispher.

.ispher,

one tropical genus, Dioscorca, a p'art of the genus twines to the left an<

part to the right. This character is so constant that it is used as a ba

Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta 141
: S. 1936.)

clockwise, there are some notable exceptions. So far as observed, the hon



Indestructible <%eg6t

By Genevieve A- K,
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sharp, keen eyes of my grandchild spied blossoms along the edge of the

grass inside the box-edged beds. These proved to be seedling plants of

lain in the soil for at least four years. The box hedge is eighteen inches

high, the situation shady and cool, and the soil clay and leafmold at the

roots of the box bushes.

We lifted the little plants, potted them up—57 of them- -and carried

them over to the greenhouse. By the end of April, some of them were

(New Test Controls

For The Rose Qarden

At the New York Botanical Garden

By P. P. Pirone

A N essential but unpleasant phase of successful rose culture is the

It so happens that more insect pes

bring you up to date on

Insects and Related Pesl

imon. These are soft-bodied, are about one-eighth of an inch



The two-spotted spider mite, although primarily a pest of greer

may occur in large numbers. On a single rose leaf, for example,

stages. Mites are not so readily controlled as aphids, but their popu

controlling mites on greenhouse roses, but their value on outdoor

lack chlorophyll they cannot grow independently. Hence they must d

Control of fungus diseases is more difficult, primarily becaus

The two most prevalent foliage diseases of rose are mildew and

eekly applications of a spray or dust containing sulfui

:w in check. You may start such applications even after



- to add sulfur to

with a chemical formula similar to that of vitamin K. Applied as a dust

(1 part Phygon and 99 parts talc) once a week during the growing season,

ill control insect pests

it yet possible, there are

d

i
U

numb
P
er

ra

o1

Hrt^I
:w and blackspot



First dissolve the Dreft in the 3 gallons of water. Draw off about a
]

of this mixture into a quart jar, add the Fermate, DDT, and sulfur,

this mixture back into the 3 gallons of water and spreader combinat

and the spray is ready for use.

There are, of course, many other insects, fungi, and bacteria that att

<,r Rules to Obsm

tl principles that should govern

must be on the plants before

4. Proper material—The type of fur



cA Forest J^over in the Qaribbee Islands

VII. The Limestone Caribbees

By J. S. Beard

IN the eastern flank of the northernmost end of the Caribbean volcanic

arc lie several small islands which differ strongly from those of the

stones. To this group belong isolated Sombrero, British Anguilla, half

French, half Dutch St. Martin, French St. Bartelemy and British Antigua





Where lands of this type h

devoted to pasture, they become



ch can be seen everywhere in progress

it is entirely artificial a wholly of 'introduced species in th

overwood, and largely a so in the g

The volcanic hills of t

Pastures here become c

n'mrt'TstI^^3tHS1;^B
(Haematoxylon campec

other less

fairly luxuriant woodla id is recreated. This has happened so far onl



nthe< aent of \

indka) which are a relic of former days. Spanish oak (Inga laurina) and
loblolly (Pisonia fragrans) are the dominant trees in this woodland, to-

Ther.

ntigua's low-lying coasts feature m



The bushland consists of occasional small trees up to 30 feet high with

smaller bushes between. The commonest tree, generally, is the white cedar

(Bucida buceras) is dominant over the smaller bushes present. 3 Very few

2/2



The windward shore

(here belying its name), and
On flatter parts of the island in the south the bushland tends to be brokei

up by grassy glades, due apparently to waterlogging in the rainy season

Patches of open, treeless savanna are covered with cow grass (Paspdun
' ' " "

'
'

" The savanna glad

„ , treesofdomedform.be!
the bushland. This whole
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Roses In landscaping

By Marian Coffin

Presented at Rose-Growers' Day at the Garden June 11, 1947

("THERE are many ways in which roses can be u

1 First we think of the finely designed, laid out,

garden such as you see today in this New York Bota

ed in the landscape,

o flower lovers with

The Formal Rose Garden

A rose garden is usually formal in design, connect d with the house or



Species and Climbers

The bush roses, species, or so-called old-fashioned roses, as well as

grand array of climbers, polyanthas, and floribundas, are all easy to gr

showy as fine exhibition flowers. On the whole, they have fine foli

of the old China hybrid "Mm. eading

yellow is preferred it will be given

by the even spreadier Rosa Hugonis, or for more upright plants, less orna-

of Rosa lutea from the Orient. The rugosa hybrid "Agnes" is a lovely

flower and does well in a border, while the floriferous "Griiss an Teplitz,"

in rich red, though strictly a tea or hybrid tea, could be used for the same



especially delightful odor, the Damask'rose, brought from the Holy I



With them can be associated the less vigorous growing R. Moysii, with

smaller (though still requiring room to expand) you could again use the

hybrids like '"Blanc Double de Coubert" (blooming all summer) for

plants—"Stawell Perpetual." It has a straggly character, so three or more



:11 pompon "Rose de Meaux"

Climbers

r or rambler. See



and on a lattice by the house a fine plant of the single white "Silver Moon,"

Brownell roses, happy to ramble over a low support—the brilliant water-

melon-pink "Frederick S. Peck," the single wild-rose flowers of "Little

Compton Creeper," and the more blush peach of "Coral Creeper"—all

Last but loveliest of all is the shy "Mermaid," shy of her perfect single

foot of the wall trying to hide from me and her associates—not too hardy,

latest of our native species, and R. rubrifolia, the stems and leaves flushed

with rose, and the white-flowered Rosa multiflora will ramp gracefully and

banks; surely they have little beauty and require constant care. Why not

The smaller bush roses (not ramblers or creepers) are excellent for

and the dwarf R. nitida, hardy to the far, far north, with the invaluable

Scotch rose, R. spinosissima, distinctive in character, and the well known



Effects



Composts, {Manures and Inorganic Fertilizers

Their Function, Use and Effects on Soils and Plants

By Walter Thor,

whatever is "natural" is right; chemical fertilizers being "artificial" are!

Although their sincerity is not questioned, the humus school is skillful

mis Id^iSS^^rationfLn .sound 8 eneraSa'ons
1

!
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Long before the Christian era philosophers speculated on how plan

issues of the plant. Thus was abolished the old mystery that plants could

way by w

e of modern Europe's



of the factors involved in the relationship of soil conditions to plan

Fertility of the soil is dependent upon five factors

:

2. Adequate supply of air to the roots

The Constitution of the Soil

1 gravel respectively.

ioluble

This



possibly other acids

and, therefore, moirfav™ ur
dered theSe nUt"el

erations of plarits. 1

The important ch
? pow<

that is, the rate at '

apIfmum^Vp™^matelyirpercentX Ae Tat Dn°of
(

soil colloids, the sp

by this factor also.

,ecies of plant, and, when soi 1 amendments a,re adc

accumulate nutrients. In this process of absorption the whole metabolic

processes of the plant are involved, with all the factors influencing photo-

synthesis, particularly light and temperature, playing a role.

means of the chlorophyll of the green leaf. This is the phase that dis-



The Soluble Decomposition Products. The soluble decomposition p

The Humus. The partially decomposed mat!

ually

Consequently, the various systems of agriculture should be greatly con-

the clay colloids. Both phases have their functions, and of particular



The Soil Amendments. An increase in the supply of plan

plants are mycorrhizal—the cabbage and tomato for example. The weight



hydroponics or soilless culture.

be clear that whether composts, farmyard manure and other organic

ence in the form in which plants derive their nutriment 'from each of these

The statement that no difference exists needs' the qualification that 'later

Next Month

Dr. Thomas's article on "Composts, Manures, and Inorganic Fer-

tilizers" will be concluded in the October Journal, with a consideration

of the Control of Soil Microorganisms, the Supplementary Nature of

Organic and Inorganic Fertilizers, and the Humus School's Specific

the alleged effect on the plant', and the alleged effect on the quality of

(Bringing in the Birds

By Lorine Letcher Butler

W There may be beauty of color and arrangement, but the birdless





her for the feast. Certain birds, howevf

at almost invariably they come only whe

ittract birds are ('

These native plants of fi



^\ sf$s
m

tiv f$z



Hock to tl

suckle bloom, the ruby-throated hummingbirc

crawling about the flower's edge. His long needle-like bill is well adapted

honeysuckle blossoms. The trumpet flower that is too deep for bee or

rangement is entirely out of reach of butterfly or bee. Even those with

of getting even with the columbine and the hummingbird. Sometimes th.

nip a hole in the end of the flower and steal the honev that was intend,

for the bird.

Some of the finest songsters, as well as the handsomest birds, are amoi

attract the goldfinch, the rose-breasted grosbeak or the song sparrow, wit

which these birds feed, will bring the seed-eaters to the flower border,

and goldenrod. There he clings to the branches and pecks at the seeds





ong as these berries are abundant.

vinter it seeks the cedars where it enjoys food and protection from

birds. Winterberry, also a member of the Holly family, and sometimes

known as the northern holly, is associated with the ruffed grouse, who finds

their brilliant red berries.

They pay abundantly

appreciated by winter reside

The care of birds is not a

It of tf

culable

The goldfinch and sparrows take care of the weed seeds. From the far
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Qomposts, ^Manures and Inorganic Fertilizers



The deduction from the facts thus far presented is that organic manures

some of the most valuable properties of organic matter depend; accord-

ingly, inorganic fertilizers cannot fulfill all of the functions of compost

denum, cobalt, and possibly others. These elements' are fairly uniformly

or unavailable to the plant. There. is some evidence that one of the reasons

for this unavailability may result from insufficient decomposing organic

of all the major and trace elements, or if present originally they have been

to the fertilizers.



There are castes too among the humus school. Condemning the use of

fertilizers that are "chemical," one group, nevertheless, makes use of limer

m of sodium carbonate.
'

In such instances, other nitrogen fertilizers can

applied or a mixture 6f 1 part of ammonium sulfate with 3 parts of

een found unfavorable for d

reasons, most of which are known. But there is not a fragment of e

that when well-balanced fertilizers are used under proper conditio

All the troubles which the humus school attribute to the use of f ei

existed before their discovery and are prevalent where fertilizers h



only half a truth. The facts are- -and there is much experimental work

cm the subject-that the injurious factor is soil acidity. It is true that

when limed. Provided, 'therefore, the soil is not allowed to become too

Alleged F.ffcci on the Plant. The anti-fertilizer crusaders assert dog-

free from these attacks. The experiments of orthodox science do not sup-

has been established that plants deficient particularly in nitrogen, phos-

re. In the root-disease fungi susceptibility



sect attacks. And humus itself being an important factor in the plant's

et, insofar as it contributes to the virility of the plant, may help to redtree

Alleged Effect on the Quality of Crops. The composition of the crop is

rendered more effective in the presence of humus. The soil does not seerr.

to be able to provide sufficient of the major nutrients—nitrogen, phos-

of adding external supplies to balance the losses. If enough composts
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In review, then, we see that there is room for all methods of balancing

sound view is to use organic materials 'of all kinds for humus and chemical

should be avoided.

Rock Qardening in Westchester

By Harold Epstein

stantial quantity of natural rock outcrops and ledges that abound in the

present many gardening and landscape problems. Of all the ' challenges





(A) t

nded

sulbous or rhizomatous
;
(B) herbaceous; (C) shrubby.

means of propagation.

and may even be considered preferable by some. The foliage which fol-

summer. This cyclamen is also excellent for potting, and may be used as

its late summer blooming, and secondly, because of its rose-colored flowers,

leaves come through the ground. The flower stalk grows to about a foot



erely. The bulb can be depended upon for increasing by offsets

generally available as additional plants. Unfortunately, this

y of propagation. It is occasionally listed under the name
>onica. Perhaps eventually some of the American bulb growe

.e of tl



in the rock garden plan. The attractive white form is preferred by ir

tone. While not too finicky in its cultural' requirements, this iris pre

rooter, needing only shallow soil, it should not be permitted to become

dry. The entire plant grows to about six inches in height, and the two

top dressing with sandy leafmold is helpful, it is advantage

which are not adaptable for the average rock garden (som<

replanted in small divisions every few years. Thi's will avoid the det

tion of the old center of each clump. The blue color forn

light to dark b

One of il

ilable a white

wily c, i theii While

e beautiful in both flower and foliage, although the plant is deciduous

e New York region. But this is no handicap, for the foliage does t

They

•s of w

ive to Europe and Asia Minor, and secondly, the long-spur

lich hail from Japan. The latter are definitely the shov



herbaceous perennials, epimediums are benefited from division of thef

they would not be the neglected race that they appear, to be.

'

;j

classed on a par with this. Shortia is the perfect plant for shaded slopes;

ermilion, gradually d

reviously established in pots. While' propagation



These are but a few of the many choice, dependable plants that experi-

ence has proved almost foolproof for rock gardeners in the New York



Chrysanthemum Show cAt garden Oct. 24-26

Program and Exhibits to Feature Three-Day Ever,

n given by the New York Botanic;

pening day of the annual Chrysan

intendent of Brookside,

Exhibits Indoors and Out

last through Sunday, October 26, is the third to be given at the New Yoi

Botanical Garden and the fourth in the history of the National Chrysai

(3) pot plants, (4) arrang

to open Saturday noon in the basement of the Museum Building. This is

on with Marvin M. Brooks of the School

It is expected that the Ga
near the Conservatory, will t e at its peak at the time of the show. The

this collection of flowers.

eptopenunti p.m. to ena e visitors to see

Questions Answered on Pest and Diseases

be a feature of the occasion to be provided by the New York Botanical

questions of visitors on Friday and Saturday, from 2 to 3 p.m.

On the Cover

are of the large, commercial incurved type.



Mrs. H. E. Kincaid, Mamaroneck, N. Y.; Honorary Chairman, James

L. Ste'lle ; Classification, E. L. Scott' Bogota, N. J. ; Entries, Carl Toepler,

Teaneck, N. J.; Information Booth, Mrs. Clifford B. Curtis; Judges,

eck; Program, Paul Frese, New York City; Pub-

icity, Aleita H. Scott,

; Stagi i. Jack, Rye, N. Y, and Fred Shumaker

-, Man

h Alice Chauncey,

: kodachromes of





Where Was The Qanker Worm This Tear?

cause. Several entomologists in the

East were asked for their opinions in this situation. A number of theories

have been offered but the majority seem to feel that the principal reason for

. Stanley W. Bromley of the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratorie

To which Brayton Eddy at



Pyenson believes that Long Island may not havi

ture ranges that existed further inland and that

NOTICES AND REVIEWS OF RECENT BOOKS
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<Zto Tou polled "Pollen?

The Reasons Why Others Gather and Study It

Science of Palynology

By G. Erdtman

/COLLECTING POLLEN—of what possible use can that be? It

plants are widespread in the air, and are also found deep in the soil and

nade valuab

geologist, a doctor, a meteorologist, or a member of the exclusive guild of

horns. Some of the different aspects of penological studies are described





to be identifiable

POLLEN ?« MINNESOTA

dissolved away""SiS?£i£
n

lien

&!?£ grai

from
e

blue° beech\ l""l°
linden and aide (lower right rid,).





bogs, lakes, and glaciers. Although they are s5
es. (Winds, by the

afield as Greenland. Pollen grains have eve

the bed of the western Mediterranean betwee§H and Sardinia. The

tXld

'o*'*,™t X°,
P™ £ ;' „'";!. t;;r of

f

a£ing

bed and classified. This

ould be carefully planned,
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sucking air through filters was developed in Sweden, and later fully tested

in Norway by Dr. O. Andrup. From his book "Hay Fever in Norway"*

erficially similar although tl



:ontext, both pollen grains and spores). Since they are engendered by

imall cells, the spores must be very small themselves. Their diameter is

re often not quite able to analyze confidently all the many details

ills and the^size and shape of the spores themselves. These charac-



prints" at his disposal, a penologist may proceed in a way similar to that

followed by the dactyloscopist, the fingerprint expert. If he is asked about

whether Gonystylus, a Malayan tree genus, should better be referred to the

lows, (systematic have not been able to agree on this point), he may

heavily the balance of plant systematics.

II V*-5

)m>

lb 11



up of r

)o you collect pollen ?" would perhaps be a common question. A

iporrant not only scientifically but also, and particularly in the lo

g bogs of Ireland or the frozen soils of Alaska, from the laminar.



The Sycomore Fig Of (Ancient lineage

By Mary F. Barrett

IN the Bible, the most familiar of the collections of ancient literature, the

"fig-tree" is that best known species of Ficus, F. carica. But the Old

lands and furnished both wood and figs. To this, the great botanist Lin-

It was one of these short-trunked trees which Zacchaeus was said to

have climbed in order to see Jesus as he passed through Jericho (St. Luke

course, not related to the buttonwood and the plane trees '(Platan'us), which

semblance' to F. sycomorus in such characters as rounded crown, light-

' '

' e fig. Thes
n r r

make their escape until th.: apex is cut off with a k nife. Later the outs

of the fig is scored lengths

5, will "tend sycomor

(Amos 7 : 14, Moffatt ed

remits °rcScI°teter. The figs are glob

or obovoid and show son* airy outer surface.
'

base of the receptacle is i

three downy basal bracts

about half the length of thle rest of the fig.

Sycomore figs are produced throughout the year in their native

Trees of F. sycomorus may reach a height of 60 feet, ai

street even if planted on only one side. An example of si



genus in the sense that they became well known before any of the others,

sides of the Red Sea, but early spread to Egypt and other parts of northern

than those of F. carica, were used by the ancients fo'r food and medicine, its

fruit ; by the 5000-year-old Sheik-al-Balad statute in Cairo, carved from

sycomore wood; in the leafy branches which were placed in sarcophagi,



protected by Isis and Hathor. The species was known also as "Adam's

"
'

' ' '
' ' applied to the

flight into Egypt.

history of plants as edited 'in 1644 by Bodaeus a Stapel and c



257

berry) and sykos2 (for fig). Theophrastus therefore believed that the

tree was very close to the Cyprian fig tree of Crete.4

no tears'. Therefore what were referred to were the' tears of "a tree which

d first in 1554 and w

This application of the Latin form of the Greek ven

sed Dioscorides to be considered its author. Ficus cyp,







!J showed serrate leaves, but this mistake was remedied by t

e Italian edition of 1559. This edition and later ones used ver

locations were added to Mattioli's first statei e t f 1 t b t

Lconhart Rauwolf (1582) wrote his personal description of a journey to

first were called "Aegyptische" or "Pharaonische," and the second, "Cypri-

Moors and Arabs. Rauwolf also cited Biblical references. Some of his





fructu sessili. It was not until 1753, when he published his epoch-making

lished to designate the ancient sycomore fig in all its forms.

REFERENCES TO FICUS SYCOMORUS

How the American Sycamore
Acquired Its Name

By H. W. Rickett
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Woody Plants Unique and Noteworthy

In the Rochester Parks

By Elisabeth Keiper

'"THE parks of Rochester, New York, are widely famed for their great

lilacs in Highland Park, a planting which in May each year brings tourists

and plant lovers from all sections of the country on a pilgrimage. While

the world, by. irtue of the presence of such renowned firms as Ellwan
& Barry, Chase Brothers, Green's, and Brow Brothers, Rochester's p

hunters, includ

of its material

ing E. H. Wilson, have made c

we1LtTLltstufld
V

in

r

The parks t

Asia, Europe, and the North American contin

heastern United States. They
turn have enriched the horticu

and valuable f

er of fine forms of Syr
nted to the world in the 1920s,

by'johnDunbar while he was assistant super ntendent of parks. But



horticulturists, and by them, even, not in its entirety. It is time, therefore,

that an attempt should be made to correlate and appraise the work of

the Rochester parks and the millions who have enjoyed them, gave more

Flower City."

the favorite trees used on streets in the Northeast.

of the Norway mapU





fortune, would be the last person to tlii

hybridizer. What he < collect seeds, often by the bushel, from

i to be replanted and the budget ruled out

it plant collections of the Rochester parks are dotted with Slavin-

the fore in the plant 'world. Tie has been content to cherish, propagate,

and plant them and to let the work speak for itself.

day laborer to superintendent, Slavin retired in 1942, one of the last of

the old-line plantsmen who came up the hard way. He began work in





of Dunbar. The latest of the city parks to be developed, and the largest,

This park came to the city in 1908, a gift of 484 acres, presented by

present 499.

The new park was a desolate sight. Slavin recalls that a member of the

possible to determine where the hand of nature stopped and that of Slavin

took over. Broad valleys are grass-carpeted for golfers or to serve as



those at Rochester. Co-opera



was a 10,000-pound shipment of seeds and small plants to the Royal Botanic

Two years after the city's acquisition of Durand-Eastman Park the

In the 'meantime, Olmsted Brothers of Boston, landscape architects, had

stock for the many plantings which were to follow through the years.

possibly" steep banks and road cuts with wattles of 'brush and old timbers

from demolished farm -buildings on the property and somehow persuaded

From 1914 to 1917, commissioned jointly by the Arnold Arboretum and

the City of Rochester, he made a survey of the native plums common in the

had he yielded to tempting invitations to leave the Rochester parks and

serve elsewhere, can only be guessed at. There was an offer from the

mediately after World War I, Professor C. S. Sargent tried to persuade





e Roches

during the las't decade of his service with the city of Rochester.

Detailed notes on some of the plants which may be attributed to the



Malus ioensis fimbriata (1) (5



<A Handful of "Plant SVames

<And How They Have Q°™
Into Our language

1 talk without names, perhaps we couldn't think. The unfortunate

back to the time of Theophrastus, who knew it as Mohi.

of plants' The bluebells of Scotland (which grow also in England, on the

bluebells, and neither one much resembles several other plants commonly
called bluebells in America. Even within the northeastern United States

hepatica, azalea, and bittercress. Students used to ask me : "But what is

the right name? What is the true Johnny-jump-up?" Who can decide?

or less arbitrary and baffling names, often hard to pronounce and harder

to remember, are proudly displayed as symbols of erudition. This is really

unfortunate. Even our worst enemy scarcely deserves to be called



she descended to earth on her many-colored scarf' which, flung across the

perhaps a little of each. Hyacinthus was a mortal boy beloved of the god

d by h:



the Greek Geranion) means like a crane, because of the long bill of the pod.

Lotos apparently just meant plant.

'

lotus-eaters (Zizyphus) , or a hackberry (Celtis), or even a clover (Tri-

the "dark ages." the ages of bloodshed and political chaos in Europe'. Pliny's

for Drus, Laurus for Daphne, Lilium for Hcmerokalles, Rosa for Rhodon,

of a nymph—the"Greeks had called her a dryad.

well as Latin. Dioscorides wrote in Greek on plants, chiefly for those inter-



. lived north of the Alps and never saw the same species that Pliny knew.

Scilla, another a Delphinium. In the "Hortus Sanitatis" of 1485, Aigilops,

and the learned scholars of the 16th and 17th centuries had a hard time

deciding which names belonged to which plants. Indeed, they found it

They made up names from Latin roots, such as Campanula for a bell-

shaped flower.

rather small and each had a name'to itself. Even plants which we should

Phellos, the turkey oak Phellodrus, and other oaks Aigilops, Prinos, and



Allium). Usually the gender was indicated by the termination. Ro.

Qucrcus alba, not "Quercus albus." An hour or two expended on tl

what it took t.

is a far cry from Theophrastus' simple Hemerokalles and Krwon—both

a sort of label,

would know what you were talking about, although you had not really
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